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Abstract. Unsupervised clustering algorithms aims to synthesize
a dataset such that similar objects are grouped together whereas
dissimilar ones are separated. In the context of data analysis, it is
often interesting to have tools for interpreting the result. There are
some criteria for symbolic attributes which are based on the frequency
estimation of the attribute-value pairs. Our point of view is to integrate
the construction of the interpretation inside the clustering process. To
do this, we propose an algorithm which provides two partitions, one on
the set of objects and the second on the set of attribute-value pairs such
that those two partitions are the most associated ones. In this article,
we present a study of several functions for evaluating the intensity of
this association.

Keywords. Unsupervised clustering, conceptual clustering, asso-
ciation measures.

1 Introduction

One of the main data mining process consists in reducing the dimension of a
dataset to increase knowledge and understanding. When no prior information
are available, unsupervised clustering can be used to discover the underlying
structure of the data. Indeed, those algorithms aim to build a partition on the
objects such that the most similar objects belong to a same cluster, and the
most dissimilar belong to different clusters. Hence, those procedures synthesize
the data into few clusters. There is however no consensus of the algorithm to
use because there are many ways to evaluate the proximity between objects and
the quality of a partition. Furthermore, the cardinality of the set of all possible
partitions increases exponentially with the size n of the set of objects, which
leads to use fastest but often rough approximated optimization procedures.

Among the algorithms, we can distinguish two main families. The first one
gathers numerical algorithms. They can be characterized by the computation of
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a distance between pairs of objects. This synthesizes all the dimensions of the
problem into a single one. The distance is used to construct the partition. For
example in the K-MEANS algorithm [JD88], the distance is the Euclidean one
computed between the descriptive vectors of the objects embedded in the metric
space defined by the attributes. The objective function is equal to the sum over
all the clusters of the intra-class variance. Unfortunately, this function favors
over-cut partitions and it is necessary to fix the number K of clusters before
using it. In the case of the EM algorithm [CS96], the distance is evaluated by
a multivariate Gaussian density. At each step, the memberships of the objects
to the different clusters are evaluated, just as the parameters of the Gaussian
densities associated to each cluster. But this algorithm is still dependent on an
a priori number of clusters.

Whereas statistical clustering methods are often constructed to process data-
sets described by continuous features, conceptual clustering methods mainly fo-
cus on symbolic features [TB01,BWL95]. They aim to provide a better integra-
tion between the clustering and the interpretation stages of the data analysis pro-
cess. Each feature is an attribute of discrete type having several different values.
Attribute-value pairs are used in the construction of the clustering. Those algo-
rithms built a hierarchy of concepts using probabilistic representation based on
a conditional probabilistic vector of the apparition of the several attribute-value
pairs in the several clusters. In COBWEB [Fis87,Fis96], the objective function
measures the average increase in the prediction of attribute-value pairs knowing
the partition. The optimization procedure is incremental but order dependent.

Sharing the same aims than conceptual clustering (dealing with symbolic fea-
tures and combining an interpretation with the obtained partition), we focus in
this article on a non hierarchical approach of the problem. This type of methods
consists in the construction of two linked partitions, called a bi-partition, one
on the set of objects and the second one on the whole set of attribute-value
pairs. The interest of such a method is to discover the underlying structure of
the data on the point of view of the objects as well as the descriptors. Thus, we
search a bi-partition such that a unique cluster of objects fits a unique cluster
of attribute-value pairs and conversely. Consequently, each partition is an inter-
pretation of the other one, making easier the understanding of the results. Such
methods have already been built. The simultaneous clustering algorithm [Gov84]
is an adaptation of the nuées dynamiques of Diday [CDG+88] for symbolic data.
It consists in searching a bi-partition with the partition of the set of objects in
a priori K clusters and the partition of the attribute-value pairs in L clusters.
An ideal binary table of dimensions K ×L is constructed, such that the gap be-
tween the initial data table structured by the two partitions and the ideal table
is minimized. This method needs to a priori fix the number of clusters (K,L) of
the bi-partition and the iterative procedure leads to a local optimum. To avoid
those drawbacks, we propose a new algorithm based on the optimization of an
objective function which does not need to a priori fixed the number of clusters.
We focus in this article on the construction of such a function.
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The contributions of this paper are, first an algorithm without any pre-
scribed number of clusters, second a modification of association measures on
co-occurrence tables to increase their discrimination power, and third an empir-
ical study showing the relevance of the approach.

2 An Algorithm for the Construction of a Bi-partition

A basic clustering algorithm consists in optimizing a function which rewards par-
titions with interested properties. To define our algorithm, we need to construct
a function for evaluating the quality of a bi-partition. This function must favor
bi-partitions which satisfy the following property,

Property The functional link, which allows to restore one partition on the basis
of the knowledge of the second one, must be as strong as possible. Furthermore,
both partitions of the bi-partition must have the same number of clusters.

We denote by f such a function over PO × PQ, where PO is the set of
partitions on the set of objects, and PQ is the set of partitions on the set of
attribute-value pairs: f : PO × PQ → R. Let us denote by P an element of PO
and Q one of PQ.

This function must satisfy some properties. Such properties have been defined
in supervised clustering, where the function measures the agreement between
two partitions of the same set: the one given by the class variable and the
one constructed by the supervised clustering method. Those properties are the
followings [BFOS84,Weh96]:

– The function is maximal when to each cluster of P (resp. Q) is associated
one and only one cluster of Q (resp. P )

– When every clusters of P can be associated to each cluster of Q indiscrimi-
nately, then the objective function must be minimum.

– The function must be invariant under permutation of the clusters of O and
under permutation of the clusters of Q.

– The function must be able to compare two bi-partitions with different num-
bers of clusters.

Nevertheless, we must add two new properties due to the fact that in our
problem none of the two partitions constituting a bi-partition is a priori fixed.
The function must also check the two following ones when it is maximal:

– Each object of a cluster of P owns all the attribute-value pairs belonging to
its associated cluster of Q.

– Each attribute-value pair of a cluster of Q is owned by all the objects of its
associated cluster of P .

Having define the function f to evaluate the quality of a bi-partition, the
clustering algorithm, we propose, is based on a gradient like optimization. We
thus propose the following algorithm,
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Let (P0, Q0) be a randomized initial bi-partition
Repeat

Qi is fixed, we search Pi+1 = min
Pi+1∈PO

f (Pi+1, Qi)

Pi+1 is fixed, we search Qi+1 = min
Qi+1∈PQ

f (Pi+1, Qi+1)

Until a convergence criterion is met

To modify a given bi-partition (Pi, Qi), several ways are possible; either com-
puting (Pi+1, Qi+1) in one step, or computing (Pi+1, Qi+1) in two steps as in
the proposed algorithm. We choose this method to have a more tractable opti-
mization problem and also, it is a way to fix one partition as a reference so to
optimize the functional link with only one unknown.

3 The Kind of Functions to Use

The previous properties are partially satisfied by association measures, which
have been built to evaluate the link between two attributes of discrete type.
Those coefficients are widely used in supervised clustering [LdC96], whereas few
unsupervised clustering algorithms used them. RIFFLE [MH91] uses Guttman’s
λ to measure the link between the partition (considered as an attribute) and
each original discrete attribute. Such association measures can be adapted to be
used as objective function in the search of a bi-partition.

The research of criteria, on one hand sufficiently complex to discriminate
the different situations encountered and in the other hand sufficiently simple to
allow intuitive interpretation, led to the creation of a lot of measures. Those
measures have been constructed on contingency tables. After presenting some of
them, we show how we construct the co-occurrence table and we modify them
in the clustering context.

3.1 Some Association Measures

In the following of the paper, pij is an estimate of the probability that the value
i of an attribute X, and the value j of an attribute Y arise simultaneously. n
is the cardinal of the set of objects. (pij) define the so-called contingency table
with p.j =

∑
i pij and pi. =

∑
j pij the margins.

A first group of association measures gather divergence measures between
probability distributions. Those coefficients evaluate the association between a
couple of attributes by measuring the gap between the current contingency table
constructed on the two attributes, and the one obtained in case of independence.
The situation of independence is easily characterized bypij = pi. × p.j . A well-
known measure of divergence is the χ2,

χ2 = n


∑

i

∑
j

p2ij
pi.p.j

− 1
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This measure doesn’t allow to compare contingency tables of different sizes (with
different numbers of row and/or column), that is why we prefer to use a normal-
ized version of this measure, the Tschuprow coefficient,

T =

√
χ2

n
√

(p− 1)(q − 1)

where p and q are the numbers of different values of each attributes.
A second class of measures gather connection indices. Those coefficients eval-

uate the gap with the situation of functional dependency characterized by a
function f linking Y to X, Y = f (X).

Goodman and Kruskal [GK54] built a family of such indices denoted by
measure of proportional reduction in error (or PRE). Those coefficients have an
easy interpretation due to the fact that they evaluate a prediction rule in terms
of probability of error. The construction of such measures requires the definition
of three elements:

– A prediction rule (C) of Y when X is known
– A prediction rule (I) of Y when X is unknown
– A measure of the error associated to the prediction rules

The PRE measure is then equal to:

error(I) − error(C)
error(I)

Guttman’s λ is a PRE measure. It consists in predicting the value of an
attribute by the most frequent one:

λ =
(1 − maxj p.j) −

(
1 − ∑

i pi. maxj
p.j

pi.

)
1 − maxj p.j

Goodman and Kruskal proposed another more accurate coefficient called τb.
Whereas λ focuses only on the most frequent value, τb measure takes into account
all the structure of the distribution:

τb =

∑
i

∑
j

p2
ij

pi.
− ∑

j p
2
.j

1 − ∑
j p

2
.j

This way to define connection indices can be generalized using the notion
of uncertainties. We call uncertainty measure a concave function I () on proba-
bility distributions. For example, the Shannon entropy (−∑

i pi log pi), and the
quadratic entropy

(
2

[
1 − ∑

p2i
])

belong to this class.
The gain of uncertainties allows to measure the reduction in error of the pre-

diction of Y knowingX. It is equal to∆I (Y | X) = I (P (Y ))−EX [I (P (Y | X))].
We always have ∆ I (Y | X) ≥ 0. Moreover, if X and Y are independent

then ∆ I (Y | X) = 0. The converse is true if I is strictly concave. An index of
connection is then defined by C (Y | X) = ∆ I(Y |X)

I(P (Y )) .
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The τb coefficient is obtained when I (P (Y )) = 1 − ∑
j p

2
.j When using the

Shannon entropy as I (P (Y )), we obtain the uncertainty coefficient:

U =

∑
i pi. log pi. +

∑
j p.j log p.j − ∑

i

∑
j pij log pij∑

j p.j log p.j

3.2 How to Build the Co-occurrence Table

In our problem, we search a bi-partition constituted of two partitions such that
their association is maximal. However, whereas the previous measures are based
on contingency table, i.e. a table crossing two partitions on a same set, the
partitions considered in our problem are built on separate sets which have a
semantic link expressed through the data table. This link allows us to construct
a co-occurrence table (ηij). We consider h attributes Vi with values in a discrete
space domi (Vi : O → domi) and denote by Q the set of attribute-value pairs(
Q =

⊎h
i=1 domi

)
. Using the previous notations, we built a co-occurrence table

between a partition P = (P1, . . . , PK) on the set O of objects and a partition
Q = (Q1, . . . , QK) on the set Q such that the elements of this table equal the
number of attribute-value pairs of Qj taken by the objects of Pi. More precisely,

ηij =
∑
x∈Pi

∑
y∈Qj

h∑
i=1

δVi(x),y

where δ is the Kronecker1 symbol. We also use the following notations: ηi. =∑K
j=1 ηij , η.j =

∑K
i=1 ηij and η.. =

∑K
i=1

∑K
j=1 ηij = � (O) × h.

Then, we compute the previous measures by substituting in the formulas pij ,
pi., p.j and n by respectively ηij , ηi., η.j and η... Nevertheless, the computation
of the Uncertainty coefficient requires the normalization of the co-occurrence
table. That is why we divide every ηij by η.. when computing this coefficient.

3.3 Adaptation of Functions

Recall that the association measures only partially check the necessary proper-
ties. On a contingency table the notion of purity has no meaning whereas it is
a key point in our problem when wanting to compare tables of different sizes. A
cluster of objects is all the more pure since the objects have similar description
on all the attributes. Similarly, a cluster of attribute-value pairs is all the more
pure since the attribute-value pairs are taken by the same set of objects.

For example, we consider a data table composed of three pure clusters on
objects and attribute-value pairs, and the perfect bi-partition associated (see
Fig. 1 left). In this case, the association measure is maximum. If we merge two
classes of objects, and the two associated classes of attribute-value pairs (see
Fig. 1 right), the association measure is still maximum. Consequently, those two
different situations are not discriminated by the measure.
1 δVi(x),y = 1 if Vi (x) = y, δVi(x),y = 0 otherwise
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P

Q Q'

P'

Fig. 1. A maximum value for two different situations

To overcome this drawback, we use a diversity measure between a cluster of
objects and a cluster of attribute-value pairs to map ηij into [0, 1] such that ηij
is maximum when the cluster is pure.

Since each object owns a unique value per attribute, ηij is maximum when
each object of Pi owns, for all the attributes represented in Qj , a value belonging

to Qj . In this case, ηij = � (Pi) × ∑
i

(
1 − δV −1

i (Qj),∅
)
, that is the number of

objects times the number of different attributes belonging to Qj . Thus in general

ηij divided by � (Pi) × ∑
i

(
1 − δV −1

i (Qj),∅
)

belongs to [0, 1]. However, this is
not sufficient to discriminate the cases of Fig. 1. We must penalize Qj with
several values per attribute to solve the problem. We decide to penalize it by∏

a∈Hj
� (doma ∩Qj), with Hj = {a ∈ [1, h] | doma ∩ Qj �= ∅}. It is equal to

one only when there is one value per attribute in Qj and is greater than one
otherwise.

Consequently to map ηij into [0, 1], we replace ηij by the following diversity
measure in the co-occurrence table,

ηij

� (Pi) ×
∑

i

(
1 − δV −1

i (Qj),∅
)

×
∏

a∈Hj

� (doma ∩Qj)

Nevertheless, modifying the values in the co-occurrence table does not influ-
ence the value of the association measure used. Indeed, association measures rely
on the evaluation of the similarity between ηij and ηi. and/or η.j . That is why
in order to take into account the effect of the diversity measure we have to com-
pute a global index of diversity. It consists in the embedding of the co-occurrence
table in the set of assignment matrices to force a functional link between the
elements of a bi-partition. The set of possible assignment matrices A = (Aij)
contains all matrices such that

∀i,∃!j such that Aij = ηij �= 0 and ∀j,∃!i such that Aij = ηij �= 0

Among the set of assignment matrices, we choose the one whose coefficients
average is maximum. The global index of diversity is this average. Notice that the
association measures belong to [0, 1] and that the average of (Aij) also belongs
to [0, 1]. We thus weight the association measures by multiplying it by this global
diversity index.
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4 An Experimental Study of the Functions

In this section, we empirically study the functions regarding their capabilities
to discriminate associated partitions. Those functions are the τb, the Tschuprow
and the Uncertainty coefficients. Whereas in the previous section we modify
those functions to ensure their discrimination of the pure bi-partition, we study
in this section the regularity of those functions over others bi-partitions.

4.1 Study of the Quality Indices of the Partitions

In [RF00] we have proposed a graph theoretical approach to define an order on
the set of partitions. It consists in constructing a data table such that there
exist a bi-partition whose clusters are all pure. This bi-partition is then used as
a reference called ideal bi-partition. A distance between each partition of PO
and the partition on O belonging to the ideal bi-partition is then computed
to order PO. On a same manner, a distance between each partition of PQ and
the partition on Q belonging to the ideal bi-partition is also computed. The
distances used [RF00] are well discriminant and evaluate the proximity between
two partitions in terms of similarity on the variables and objects shared between
the closest clusters of both partitions.

That is why we study the discrimination power of a function on a set of
partitions through the link between function’s values and those orders on the set
of partitions.

The following graphs represent the variations of the measures regarding the
distance of the partitions to the associated ideal one. The partitions on the set
of objects O are ordered on abscissa axis (right). On the ordinate axis (left) are
ordered partitions on the set of attribute-value pairs Q. On the z-axis is plotted
the value of the function computed with the two partitions. The partitions are
based on a 12 × 12 data table composed of three pure clusters on each set. In
a first step, we have generated all the partitions on each set. But given the fact
the number of partitions on each set is huge (more than 4 millions), we could
not plot the graphs over the whole set of couples of partitions. That is why we
selected a subset of 100 partitions in each set. We did not choose those partitions
randomly for two reasons. First, if we pick up partitions in a uniform manner,
we almost obtain partitions with worst values regarding the function and the
distance. Indeed, among the 4 millions of partitions there are lots of bad ones.
Secondly, we do not know the distribution of good partitions. Consequently, we
chose partitions among the exhaustive set such that the partitions are well spread
over the distance.

The Tschuprow measure (Fig. 2 left) seems smooth and regular over the
couples of partitions. The incline of the surface is correctly oriented, with high
values for good partitions and slow decrease towards the bad ones. Nevertheless,
the slope is not very important. This could be an obstacle for the optimization
procedure. In fact, in case of an optimization based on local (with respect to the
distance) descent, the bumpiness of the function might be an obstacle. However,
when considering stochastic procedures, like genetic algorithms, the slope of the
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Fig. 2. Tschuprow and Tschuprow adapted

surface induces the survival of better individuals (with respect to the distance).
There is a step in the border of the graph which means that a small increase of
the quality of very bad partitions leads to an important increase of the objective
measure. The modification of the measure (Fig. 2 right) globally increases the
slope of the surface. Whereas the surface is a little bit more bumpy, the stochastic
optimization should be more easy on this function.
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Fig. 3. τb (left) and τb adapted (right)

On Fig. 3 (left) we can see that the τb measure discriminates almost well
the couples of partitions. The highest values of the function are obtained for
good bi-partitions, and the values of the function decrease with the distance.
The rough patches of the surface are more important than for the Tschuprow
measure but the slope is much more important. The diversity coefficient (Fig. 3
right) flatten the surface partially erasing the bumps.

The results obtained with the Uncertainty measure (Fig. 4 left and right)
are very similar to those given by the τb function. It is visually perceptible that
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Fig. 4. Uncertainty coefficient original (left) and adapted (right)

those functions are similar each others and different to the Tschuprow measure.
This is due to the fact that they do not evaluate the same property on the co-
occurrence table. Whereas the Tschuprow evaluates the distance between the
current table and the one corresponding to the independence situation, the two
others evaluate the strength of the functional link between the two partitions.

4.2 Smoothness of the Functions

In this section, we study the behavior of the functions when the co-occurrence
matrix is slightly modified. Those modifications are built by interpolation be-
tween two matrices. The following graphs represent the value of the functions at
each of the 150 steps of the interpolation.
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Fig. 5. Linear interpolation to Gaussian matrix non adapted vs adapted

In Fig. 5, we interpolate the matrix corresponding to the ideal bi-partition to
a Gaussian modification of it. The interpolation is linear. We do this to measure
the resistance of the function to a regular destruction of the functional link.
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The three functions decrease quasi linearly (Fig. 5 left). This graph confirms
that τb and Uncertainty coefficients have a similar behavior, which is rather
different than those of the Tschuprow measure. Its decrease is slower regarding
the two other functions. The diversity coefficient (Fig. 5 right) modifies the
curves so that they have a similar linear slope.
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Fig. 6. Random interpolation to random matrix non adapted vs adapted

In Fig. 6, we interpolate the ideal co-occurrence matrix to a totally random
one. The interpolation is linear for all cells of the matrix, but each cell has a
randomly chosen number of steps. Consequently each cell of the matrix has its
own speed of interpolation. This case is far less regular than the previous one.

Along the slight modifications of the matrix, the functions decrease more
quickly than in the previous interpolation (Fig. 6 left). Nevertheless, the func-
tions are still very smooth. The behavior of the functions is not affected by the
diversity coefficient (Fig. 6 right).

Finally, the proposed modification of the association measures leads to an
increase in their discrimination power but keeping their good behavior in resis-
tance and regularity towards the measure of a functional link.

5 Conclusion and Perspective

In this article, we have presented an algorithm for finding bi-partition in un-
supervised clustering. It is based on the search of a couple of the most associ-
ated partitions. Those partitions are based on the set of objects and the set of
attribute-value pairs which are linked in the original dataset. In order to find this
bi-partition, we propose three objective functions to optimize. We have adap-
tated the Tschuprow, the τb and the Uncertainty measures to the unsupervised
clustering problem. The experimentation we provide, give two main information.
First we notice that the τb measure and the Uncertainty coefficient have similar
behaviors. The Tschuprow function is quite different, more smooth but may be
less discriminant. Secondly, the application of the diversity coefficient we have
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introduced, to allow the functions to check all the required properties, slightly
modify the functions. Globally, the functions are smoother and discriminant. In
a further work we will present optimization procedures.
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